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WELCOME

We offer dedicated Life Science, Supply Chain and 3PL 
warehousing solutions in Uganda and across the world 
with customized personal service and guaranteed quality. 
Privately owned since the founding in 2003, we have grown 
to become one of the leading transport and logistics 
companies.

Between the point of departure 
and destination there is 
World-wide Logistics
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Worldwide Logistics Ltd is one of Uganda’s 
leading international firms, offering 
specialized clearing, forwarding and 
Logistics services.

Worldwide Logistics mission is to provide Freight 
services worldwide, efficiently and timely.

Worldwide logistics vision is to be the 
Freight Firm of choice.

Executive Summary

Putting the 
Customer  FirstOur Mission

Our Vision

ABOUT US
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We carry out export and import of biological samples, 
study medication, Laboratory equipment and reagents 
and also supply dry ice. With a unique combination of 
expertise, infrastructure and dedicated personnel, we 
ensure value added service with all the benefits being 
transferred to our clients.

We strive to provide first class services and support to our 
customers both locally and globally. Subsidiaries are 
maintained worldwide close to the locations of customers to 
provide timely services and to build a close relationship with 
our customer.



Why 
Choose us
Worldwide logistics, with its comprehensive range of services, 
is an integral link between management and concerned 
parties. We possess an impressive range of consolidation and 
distribution services, allied to a strong sense of commitment 
and vision.
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Integrity
Commitment
Professionalism
Innovation
Adaptability
Teamwork

Worldwide Logistics’ information systems 
and telecommunication network ensure 
maximum confidentiality and security for 
our clients.

Confidentiality

Our Values

OUR
COMMITMENT

01.

02.

We strive to offer most efficient, cost effective and Friendly 
Ocean, land and air transportation complete with customs 
and documentation flow. While our clients concentrate on 
their business, we concentrate on ours.



QUALITY 
ASSURANCE
The Quality Management system encompasses the 
organizational structure, procedures, processes, and 
resources required to ensure confidence that the products 
delivered are not adulterated during transportation.

Our senior management ensures that all parts of the 
Quality System are adequately resourced with competent 
personnel, and suitable premises, equipment, and 
processes are in place for the appropriate operation of the 
Quality System.

WWL clearly defines and routinely reviews its logistic 
activities for adequacy, effectiveness, and acceptability. 
Our Quality System, defines:

     Responsibilities
     Processes
     Risk management procedures
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We prepare your packaging so that it 
maintains the temperature for a 
minimum of 72 hours.

Pre-conditioned, validated

OUR
PROCESS

01.

05.

Our temperature-controlled packaging 
is designed to meet your specific 
sample and shipping requirements.

Temperature Controlled02.

Packages are tracked from the time 
they leave our premises until they 
arrive safely at their final destination.

Tracking03.

Our transport teams are certified supply 
chain experts and assist you in preparing 
all domestic, international, hazardous, 
nonhazardous and customs shipping 
documentation so that unexpected 
shipment delays are avoided.

Documentation assistance04.

Our temperature-controlled packaging 
is designed to meet your specific 
sample and shipping requirements.

Temperature Controlled05.
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Supply Chain Collection Processes
Whatever your sample packaging needs, we can help. Here are some of the many 
ways WWL can assist you in the biological sample and specimen collection process.

www.wwl-ug.com



LIFE SCIENCE
SOLUTIONS

Biological specimen/sample collection

Emergency Response

Direct to patient distribution

Dangerous goods handling

Local transfer of samples

Shipping Biological Items

Import of clinical trial drugs

Temperature control

Supply of dry ice
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OUR
SERVICES



LIFE SCIENCE SOLUTIONS
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Coordinated Transport System (CTS)
In case of an epidemic, WWL has a Coordinated Transport System (CTS) 
that is essential in covering the initial needs in the immediate aftermath of 
any epidemic outbreak in the country.

Emergency Response logistics01.

WWL has the expertise you can rely on for distribution of your trial materials 
directly to patients. We provide proper distribution of materials at the 
temperature profiles required to maintain product integrity.

Direct to patient distribution02.

Between study or research sites in Uganda
WWL has been entrusted in handling local transfer of samples between the 
different study and research sites around Uganda.We ensure that management of 
shipments to investigator sites as a consolidated shipment to avoid confusion 
and simplify inventory management.

Local transfer of samples03.



LIFE SCIENCE SOLUTIONS
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WWL provides a globally coordinated, full range, biological sample retrieval and delivery 
service. Our daily services to and from Europe is a flexible tailored service to each and every 
one of our customers’ requirements which also include specialist loading and unloading as 
well as special permits to different European countries, Scandinavia and the CIS.

Shipping Biological Items04.

WWL has the expertise you can rely on for distribution of your trial materials 
directly to patients. We provide proper distribution of materials at the 
temperature profiles required to maintain product integrity.

Import of clinical trial drugs05.

Worldwide Logistics Limited mastered the art of handling very sensitive cargo 
ranging from diagnostic specimens to transportation of the life saving organ 
for transplant.his has been made possible through IATA trained staff and also 
by the ownership of the Marken agency in Uganda.

Dangerous goods handling06.



LIFE SCIENCE SOLUTIONS
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It simply sublimes into the atmosphere leaving no liquid residue. The 
complete temperature control of dry ice ensures a safe transportation 
process, keeping all items in a premium condition.

Supply of dry ice on demand07.

WWL believes that an uninterrupted temperature chain is critical to both patient 
safety and product success. It demands impeccable execution in everything from 
the transport route selected to how the packaging is evaluated, validated and used 
to maintain product rectitude across all conditions.

Pre-conditioned temperature control packaging 08.

WWL provides a broad spectrum of supply chain management processes to support 
collection of biological samples and to prepare samples for transport. Whatever your 
sample packaging needs, we can help. Here are some of the many ways WWL can 
assist you in the biological sample and specimen collection process.

Biological specimen and sample collection09.



SUPPLY CHAIN
SOLUTIONS

Air freight

Sea freight

Charter freights

Road freight

Turnkey Projects

Courier services

Customs brokerage

Warehousing
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OUR
SERVICES
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OUR
CLIENTS

JCRC (joint clinical research centre)

 Case western research university

Epicenter mbarara research base

Paeditrics department mulago

Infectious disease unit

Mulago hospital

Medicin san frontiers

Uganda virus research institute

University of California san Francisco

Nsambya ISS

John Hopkins university school of medicine

Medical access Uganda

African centre for clinical trials

International antiviral testing and evaluations centre

Water reed project

American embassy

Chimpanzee sanctuary wildlife authority

NTLP central reference laboratory

Engineering solutions

MTN Uganda Ltd

Fontana Auto parts Uganda ltd

Surgipharm Uganda ltd

Riley packaging Uganda ltd

Data net solutions

Roko technical services ltd

Embassy of Sweden Kampala

PC-world computers ltd

UGASA

Cable Corporations

Nice House of Plastics
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Uganda
Worldwide Logistics Limited
Plot 15, Circular Drive,
Ntinda, Kampala – Uganda
Tel: +256 392 000 869

kenya
Worldwide Logistics Limited
Plot 15, Circular Drive,
Ntinda, Kampala – Uganda
Tel: +256 392 000 869

Tanzania
Worldwide Logistics Limited
Plot 15, Circular Drive,
Ntinda, Kampala – Uganda
Tel: +256 392 000 869

Rwanda
Worldwide Logistics Limited
Plot 15, Circular Drive,
Ntinda, Kampala – Uganda
Tel: +256 392 000 869

OUR
LOCATIONS

UGANDA

RWANDA
KENYA

TANZANIA
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